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By Valerie Thomas, Korky Paul

Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Winnie in Space, Valerie
Thomas, Korky Paul, Winnie is fascinated by space and she decides the time is right for a little space
exploration. Wilbur is not so sure. Winnie's magical rocket is quite tricky to steer through the
universe and poor Wilbur can't even bear to look. He feels a little less anxious when they land on a
faraway planet and Winnie unpacks their special space picnic. The inhabitants of the planet are
small, with long ears and twitchy noses. They're curious and friendly but these space rabbits have
rather strange eating habits - they munch on metal! And, for the space rabbits, Winnie's rocket is
particularly tasty. So when it is nibbled clean away, Winnie has to use some quick thinking and
some magic to keep the rabbits happy and to rustle up an alternative means of getting home. This
glorious galactic picture book takes Winnie and Wilbur on an amazing journey into outer space. But
however exciting flying saucers, shooting stars and space rabbits might be, Winnie's a witch who
knows there's no place like home!.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely among the finest book We have at any time read through. We have read through and that i am sure that i will going to read once more again
later on. I found out this book from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Alford McClure-- Alford McClure

I actually started reading this article ebook. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an remarkably simple way and it is only
after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, alter the way i believe.
-- Prof. Uriel Witting-- Prof. Uriel Witting
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